Rounding rituximab dose to nearest vial size.
To determine the feasibility of dose-rounding rituximab by looking at the potential deviation from the prescribed dose to the dose rounded to the nearest vial size. This study is a retrospective chart review of all rituximab orders prescribed for hematologic or oncologic indications over a period of 24 months. The feasibility of dose-rounding rituximab to the nearest vial size was evaluated by looking at the potential deviation of the prescribed dose to the rounded dose. Physician opinion towards dose rounding rituximab was assessed through a survey. From October 2008 through September 2010, 2028 orders of rituximab were prescribed and processed. Ninety-nine percent of all rituximab doses fell within 10% dose deviation if rounded to the nearest 100-mg vial size and 66.1% of all rituximab orders fell within 5% dose deviation. All responding physicians were comfortable with at least a 5% dose deviation, projecting a yearly savings of approximately US$37,000 through rounding down and capturing additional cost of approximately US$43,000 through rounding up. The projected savings of dose-rounding rituximab to the nearest vial size resulted in both substantial financial savings and reduced unnecessary wastage of unused drug.